Welcome to Ghent
Bioethics Institute Ghent

More than 15 researchers

- Reproductive medicine
- (Neuro)enhancement
- Commercialisation of academic research
- Quality of End-of-Life Care
- Human Embryonic Stem Cell Debate
- ...

Bioethics Institute Ghent
Ghent University
“Rich history”
Ghent University “Today”

- Founded in 1817
- 1990’s - today: uninterrupted growth
- 11 faculties
- Open, committed and pluralistic university
- Broad international perspective
- Located in the cultural and economical heart of Europe
“Top Destination 2011”
LONELY PLANET
“Europe’s best kept secret”
“Smack in the middle of Brussels, Bruges and Antwerp. Ghent distils their greatest attributes into one engaging and enchanting city.”
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Traveler Magazine

“Most authentic historical city”
UNESCO
“Creative city of music”
Alive and kicking

Not a students’ city but a city with students
Old harbour
Meet and Enjoy
Medieval Manhattan
St-Michael’s bridge

View on the three towers
The adoration of
THE MYSTIC LAMB
Noah Charney: “Most stolen work of art in the world”
Many restaurants!

Medieval quarter

Patershol
WATERZOOI
MUSTARD

Tierentyn - Verlent
GRUUT

city beer
Beer based on a mixture of herbs
CHOCOLATE
S.M.A.K.

Marcel Broodthaers, Pierre Alechinsky, Panamarenko, Jan Fabre, Thierry de Cordier, Ann Veronica Janssens, Dirk Braeckman, Berlindé de Bruyckere, Michael Borremans, etc.
DESIGN MUSEUM
Surprising and price winning museum on the history of psychiatry
Largest popular festival of Europe
1,6 million visitors
“CITY OF LIGHT”
ILLUMINATED
GHENT
See you on August 27 - 28 2015